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iSeries Compatible 
Interactive Slot Content 

Are your valued slot Players frustrated when they have forgotten their 
Personal Identification Number and can’t access their Promotional/
Bonus offers? Are they leaving the Slot Machine to wait in line to reset 
their PIN at the Player’s Club?

Our research has shown that over 200 transactions a day are occurring  
at the Player’s Club in regards to PIN inquiries. MicroFirst’s “PIN Eazy”  
eliminates all this frustration by enabling the player to “Change” or “Set”  
their PIN right at the slot machine.

PIN Eazy provides the Player with the ability to manage their  
PIN right at the Slot Machine. It frees up your Promotion’s  
Booth line for your new customers and keeps your existing  
customers at the Slot Machine.
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Player returns to slot 
machine with new PIN#.

Player leaves slot machine 
and waits in Player’s Club line 
to have their PIN reset.

Player is frustrated because 
they forgot their PIN#.

Bonus Available
  Enter PIN#           

 Enter PIN:
XXXX

Happy Player is now able 
to access their bonus 
rewards without having to 
leave their machine. 

Interactive screens assist 
the player through the 
process of setting their 
PIN with PIN Eazy.

Player has forgotten their PIN# 
but with PIN Eazy they simply 
touch the Reset PIN button.

Bonus Available 
Enter PIN#

After With PIN Eazy 

PIN Sucessfully Reset

Before and After with PIN Eazy
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Intro Screen (sample) 

PIN Eazy verifies that a Player’s PIN is set and monitors, in real-time,  
if a Player has locked out their PIN.  If so, an interactive menu is presented,  
guiding the Player through the process of setting their PIN. Once the Player  
touches the “Set PIN” button, where applicable the Player’s identity is  
validated by a staff member, the Player will then be prompted with 
“Touch the Screen to Create PIN.” 

Enter PIN Screen (sample) 
The Player will be asked to enter their NEW PIN and to confirm their  
NEW PIN number.
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PIN Successfully Created Screen 
(sample)
PIN Eazy will identify any invalid PIN entry attempts  that are currently being  
monitored by the Player’s Club,  (i.e. PIN cannot be in sequential order, 2345,  
4 of the same digit, etc.). If the Player does try a PIN that is invalid, an error  
message will be displayed and the Player must try another PIN selection.

PIN Eazy is personalized for your casino, with a consistent  
look and feel that matches your property’s branding.

Please contact MicroFirst and we will arrange to get PIN Eazy up and  
running for your Players on your casino floor right away.
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